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Data Will Drive Business Transformation for Hospitality

**Partner Network**
- Engaging in dynamic ecosystems: 26.79%
- Leveraging data monetization: 50.00%
- Leveraging customer lifestyle integration across industries: 23.21%

**Customer Experience**
- Delivering contextual interaction: 22.45%
- Consolidating customer data and leveraging advanced analytics: 51.02%
- Evolving loyalty programs: 26.53%

(Source: IDC EMEA, Global Retail Innovation Survey, June 2020, Total N=629, Eating and drinking establishments (QSR, etc.) N=80)
Top Strategic Interests to Ensure Competitive Advantage or Exploit Changing Market Conditions by 2024

- Using technologies that create better engagement with customers: 44.6%
- Using technology to make business operations more resilient: 37.6%
- Adapt new approaches to connectivity (e.g. 5G) to enable more pervasive reach: 37.5%
- Greater investments in technologies that assure trust including security: 34.0%
- Investment in technology to develop new industry ecosystems: 29.6%
- Extending reach and reliability of digital infrastructure supporting business services: 27.2%
- Using technologies (e.g., AI/ML) to better leverage data and improve decision making: 22.2%
- Extending the capabilities of product and services accelerated software development: 20.7%
- Modernizing the work environment for employees: 18.4%

Data First Step to Execute Innovation Strategies

- Implement an artificial intelligence foundation based on a shared data hub for the entire enterprise: 30.73% (All Industries), 40.00% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Identify and implement disruptive technologies: 33.55% (All Industries), 38.75% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Foster a culture of innovation within the company: 33.72% (All Industries), 35.00% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Introduce new KPIs to measure leadership, customer advocacy, information value, operating models, workforce productivity: 30.56% (All Industries), 35.00% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Organizational transformation to introduce new skills and processes: 31.40% (All Industries), 33.75% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Come to a consensus with the CEO on the business case for innovation: 31.06% (All Industries), 32.50% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Implement a digital platform to become a data-driven enterprise: 30.56% (All Industries), 27.50% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Define a long-term (e.g., five-year) innovation plan, prioritizing relevant use cases: 23.75% (All Industries), 30.56% (Foodservice (QSRs))
- Identify opportunities for new business models: 17.50% (All Industries), 31.89% (Foodservice (QSRs))

(Source: IDC EMEA, Global Retail Innovation Survey, June 2020. Total N=620. Eating and drinking establishments (QSR, etc.) N=80)
Decision-making processes are automated through artificial intelligence.

Data-driven decision making is common at a companywide level.

Artificial intelligence is being optimally used for data-driven business model innovation.

Artificial intelligence capabilities are embedded within the core capabilities of the commerce platform.

QSRs Prioritize Automating & Democratizing Data
### Make Data Part of Innovation Culture

Define an **innovation strategy** that addresses not only technology, but execution and impact to customers and employees by layering data in all touchpoints. Empower every department to have a stakeholder/champion responsible for contributing to innovation strategy definition and execution.

---

### Infrastructure

Reevaluate the **digitization** status your organization’s infrastructure to support **digitalization**. Key elements to consider for robust CX infrastructure: support **mobility**, **open integrations (APIs)** and **securing all data access points**.

---

### Technology

The top priority for technology investments should enable **data gathering and analysis from across the enterprise** in real-time. These investments should consider current and future **AI/ML** capabilities.

---

### ID New Revenue Streams

Invest in **new business models** creating digital-platform-driven assets that are able to quickly pilot and implement concepts and scale innovation. Leverage physical spaces as active sources of **streamed data**.

---

### Co-Innovation

Explore opportunities to **co-innovate** with IT vendors and service providers to identify areas of joint value creation.
Data Spaces for a competitive Tourism Industry: challenges

• Data will power new AI applications and there is consensus on the need to generate, access and use data, but, what about sharing data? Others’ data sounds fine, and the data of my company?

• More focus needed on data monetization, business models and RoI examples as engine for willingness to invest

• Ecosystem implies collaboration and this requires interoperability among stakeholders
  • For sure in the context of the domain
  • But also at cross-sectorial level (link to other sectors of the economy)

• Open and democratic (small players should also be involved and value shared among all actors)

• Where are we now? (high-value data sets, data capture technology deployment, maturity of ecosystem, cross-border services...)
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